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IMPORTANT GUIDANCE FOR CANDIDATES 
 
Introduction 
 
The purpose of this Examination Guide is to help you understand how examiners seek to assess the 
knowledge and skill of candidates.  You can then use this understanding to help you in your 
preparation for this examination.   
 
Before the examination 
 
Study the syllabus carefully 
This is available online at www.cii.co.uk.  All the questions in the examination are based directly on 
the syllabus.  You will be tested on the syllabus alone, so it is vital that you are familiar with it. 
 
There are books specifically produced to support your studies that provide coverage of all the 
syllabus areas; however, you should be prepared to read around the subject.  This is important 
particularly if you feel that further information is required to fully understand a topic, or an 
alternative viewpoint is sought.  The reading list which can be found with the syllabus provides 
valuable suggestions. 
 
Note the assumed knowledge 
For the Advanced Diploma in General Insurance, candidates are assumed to have studied the 
relevant units of the Diploma in General Insurance or the equivalent.  This knowledge is set out on 
the relevant syllabus. 
 
Read widely 
It is vital that your knowledge is widened beyond the scope of one book.  It is quite unrealistic to 
expect that the study of a single textbook will be sufficient to meet all your requirements.   
While books specifically produced to support your studies will provide coverage of all the syllabus 
areas, you should be prepared to read around the subject.  This is important, particularly if you feel 
that further information is required to fully understand a topic or an alternative viewpoint  
is sought.  The reading list which can be found with the syllabus provides valuable suggestions. 
 
  

http://www.cii.co.uk/
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Make full use of the Examination Guide 
This Examination Guide contains a full examination paper and model answers.  The model answers 
show the types of responses the examiners are looking for and which would achieve maximum 
marks.  However, you should note that there are alternative answers to some question parts which 
would also gain high marks.  For the sake of clarity and brevity not all of these alternative answers 
are shown. 
 
This guide and previous Examination Guides can be treated as ‘mock’ examination papers. 
Attempting them under examination conditions as far as possible, and then comparing your answers 
to the model ones, should be seen as an essential part of your exam preparation.   
The examiner’s comments on candidates’ actual performance in each question provide further 
valuable guidance.  You can obtain copies of the two most recent examination guides free of charge  
at www.cii.co.uk.   
 
Know the structure of the examination  
Assessment is by means of a three-hour written paper.  
 
Part I consists of 8 compulsory questions, worth a total of 48 marks. 
 
Part 2 consists of 1 compulsory question, worth a total of 38 marks. 
 
Part 3 consists of 3 questions selected from 5, worth a total of 114 marks. 
 
Each question part will clearly show the maximum marks which can be earned. 
 
Read the Advanced Diploma in General Insurance information for candidates and important notes 
for candidates 
Details of administrative arrangements and the regulations which form the basis of your 
examination entry are to be found in the current Advanced Diploma in General Insurance 
information for candidates and important notes for candidates, which is essential reading for all 
candidates.  It is available online at www.cii.co.uk 
 

http://www.cii.co.uk/
http://www.cii.co.uk/
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In the examination 
 
The following will help: 
 
Spend your time in accordance with the allocation of marks: 
• The marks allocated to each question part are shown on the paper. 
• if a question has just two marks allocated, there are likely to be only one or two points for which 

the examiner is looking for, so a long answer is wasting valuable time.  
• Conversely, if a question has 12 marks allocated, a couple of lines will not be an  

adequate answer.  Always remember that if the paper is not completed, your chances of passing 
will be reduced considerably.  

• Do not spend excessive time on any one question; if the time allocation for that question has 
been used up, leave some space, go on to the next question and return to the incomplete 
question after you have completed the rest of the paper, if you have time.  

 
Take great care to answer the question that has been set.   
• Many candidates leave the examination room confident that they have written a ‘good’ paper, 

only to be surprised when they receive a disappointing result.  Often, the explanation for this 
lies in a failure to think carefully about what the examiner requires before putting pen to paper.  

• Highlighting key words and phrases is a technique many candidates find useful. 
• The model answers provided in this Examination Guide would gain full marks.   

Alternative answers that cover the same points and therefore answer the question that has 
been asked would also gain full marks. 

  
Tackling questions 
Tackle the questions in whatever order feels most comfortable.  Generally, it is better to leave  
any questions which you find challenging until you have attempted the questions you are confident 
about.  Candidates should avoid mixing question parts, (for example, 1(a)(i) and (ii) followed by 
2(b)(ii) followed by 1(e)(i)) as this often leads to candidates unintentionally failing to fully complete 
the examination paper.  This can make the difference between achieving a pass or a narrow fail. 
 
It is vital to label all parts of your answer correctly as many questions have multiple parts to them  
(for example, question 1(a) may have parts (i), (ii) and (iii)).  Failure to fully distinguish between the 
separate question parts may mean that full credit cannot be awarded.  It is also important to note 
a full answer must be given to each question part and candidates should not include notes such as 
‘refer to answer given in 1(b)(i)’. 
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Answer format 
Unless the question requires you to produce an answer in a particular format, such as a letter or  
a report, you should use ‘bullet points’ or short paragraphs, as this allows you to communicate your 
thoughts in the most effective way in the least time. The model answers indicate what is acceptable 
for the different types of question. 
 
Where you are asked to perform a calculation, it is important to show all the steps in your answer. 
The majority of the marks will be allocated for demonstrating the correct method of calculation. 
 
Provided handwriting is legible, candidates will not lose marks if it is ‘untidy’.  Similarly, marks are 
not lost due to poor spelling or grammar.  
 
Calculators 
If you bring a calculator into the examination room, it must be a silent, battery or solar-powered,  
non-programmable calculator.  The use of electronic equipment capable of being programmed to 
hold alphabetical or numerical data and/or formulae is prohibited.  You may use a financial or 
scientific calculator, provided it meets these requirements.  The majority of the marks will be 
allocated for demonstrating the correct method of calculation. 
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EXAMINER COMMENTS 
 
Candidates overall performance  
 
In general candidates’ overall performance was good however more detailed answers and in-depth 
knowledge of concepts were required for candidates to achieve high marks, in particular in section 
three. 
 
When studying for the 590 Takaful examination, it is recommended that candidate’s study past 
Examination Guides in preparation for sitting this examination.  In doing so this should aid 
candidates in identifying areas of the syllabus which require further study. 
 
Reference to previous question papers will assist candidates in understanding the expectations of 
essay style questions contained within the latter parts of this paper. 
   
Question 1 
 
This question asked candidates to explain the three main Shariah objections to conventional 
insurance.  It was generally well answered. 
 
Question 2 
 
Explanations of the three secondary sources of Shariah were mostly clearly articulated by 
candidates. 
 
Question 3 
 
Varied responses were seen in this question asking candidates to explain Diya as a historical practice 
of insurance in Islam. 
 
Question 4 
 
Explanations of the Waqf arrangement as an applied model in Takaful were very succinct. 
 
Question 5 
 
This question posed candidates with listing the obligations of a Shariah Supervisory Board. 
 
Question 6 
 
Identification of the three disclosures required by AAOIFI Financial Accounting Standard No. 13 (FAS 
13) were excellently answered by candidates. 
 
Question 7 
 
Explanations of the key steps adopted by Takaful Malaysia (STMB) as part of its transformation 
efforts were adequately articulated by candidates. 
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Question 8 
 
Identifying the priorities and consideration Takaful companies should address prior to deciding on 
the distribution of surplus was well answered by most candidates. 
 
Question 9 
 
Part (a) asked candidates to prepare statements and saw mixed responses. 
 
Explanations of the three terms were better attempts by candidates. 
 
Question 10 
 
Explanations of the Takaful windows and their application as ring-fenced entities under Shariah 
were well provide by candidates. 
 
Question 11 
 
Descriptions of the types of funds in Takaful were well answered. 
 
Question 12 
 
For this question candidates were asked to explain the Shariah issues in retakaful. 
 
Question 13 
 
Good discussion points were provided around the opportunities that Takaful companies may take 
to realise their potential and increase their share of the global Islamic finance market. 
 
Question 14 
 
Explanations of the mutual insurance provision model were clearly articulated by candidates. 
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590 
 
Advanced Diploma in Insurance 
 
Unit 590 – Principles of Takaful 
 
October 2021 examination 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructions 
 
• Three hours are allowed for this paper. 
 
• Do not begin writing until the invigilator instructs you to. 
 
• Read the instructions on page 3 carefully before answering any questions. 
 
• Provide the information requested on the answer book and form B. 
 
• You are allowed to write on the inside pages of this question paper, but you must NOT write 

your name, candidate number, PIN or any other identification anywhere on this question paper.  
 
• The answer book and this question paper must both be handed in personally by you to the 

invigilator before you leave the examination room.  Failure to comply with this regulation will 
result in your paper not being marked and you may be prevented from entering this 
examination in the future. 
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Unit 590 – Principles of Takaful 
 
Instructions to candidates 
 
Read the instructions below before answering any questions 
 
• Three hours are allowed for this paper which carries a total of 200 marks as follows. 

 
Part I 8 compulsory questions 48 marks  
Part II 1 compulsory question 38 marks 
Part III 3 questions selected from 5 114 marks  

 
• You should answer all questions in Part I, the compulsory question in Part II and three out of 

the five questions in Part III.  The number of marks allocated to each question part is given next 
to the question and you should spend your time in accordance with that allocation. 

 
• You are advised to spend no more than 45 minutes on Part I. 

 
• Read carefully all questions and information provided before starting to answer.  Your answer 

will be marked strictly in accordance with the question set. 
 

• You may find it helpful in some places to make rough notes in the answer booklet.  If you do 
this, you should cross through these notes before you hand in the booklet.  

 
• It is important to show all steps in a calculation, even if you have used a calculator.  

 
• If you bring a calculator into the examination room, it must be a silent, battery or                                   

solar-powered, non-programmable calculator.  The use of electronic equipment capable of 
being programmed to hold alphabetic or numerical data and/or formulae is prohibited.               
You may use a financial or scientific calculator, provided it meets these requirements. 

 
• Answer each question on a new page and leave six lines blank after each question part. 
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PART I 
 

Answer ALL questions in Part I 
Each question is worth six marks 

 
Note form is acceptable where this conveys all the necessary information 

 
1. Explain the three main Shariah objections to conventional insurance. (6) 
    
   
   
2. Explain three secondary sources of Shariah. (6) 
   
   
   
3. Explain Diya as a historical practice of insurance in Islam. (6) 
   
   
   
4. Explain the Waqf arrangement as an applied model in Takaful.      (6) 
   
   
   
5. List six obligations of a Shariah Supervisory Board.      (6) 
   
   
   
6. Identify three disclosures required by AAOIFI Financial Accounting Standard No. 

13 (FAS 13). 
 

(6) 
   
   
   
7. Identify three key steps adopted by Takaful Malaysia (STMB) as part of its 

transformation efforts. 
 

(6) 
   
   
   
8. Identify the priorities and consideration Takaful companies should address prior 

to deciding on the distribution of surplus. 
 

(6) 
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Part II 
Compulsory question 

This question is worth 38 marks 
 
9. A newly appointed accountant in ABC Takaful firm, which uses the Wakalah-Mudharabah 

model, has prepared the following statements. 
 
Statement of Policyholders’ Revenues and Expenses for the year 2020 

  2020 (£ ‘000) 
Insurance Revenues   
Fixed Assets 5,400  
Investments 84,000  
Acquisition cost 10,800  
Contribution receivable 7,200  
Net paid claims 4,320  
Total Insurance Revenue 111,720  
    
Insurance Expenses   
Other liabilities 6,000  
Net earned contributions 42,000  
General expenses 54,000  
Total Insurance Expenses 102,000  
    
Net Surplus from Insurance Operations 9,720  
    
Surplus of Revenues over Expenses 9,720  

 

 

 
  

Statement of Policyholders’ Surplus/(Deficit) for the financial year ended  
31 December 2020 
  2020 (£ ‘000) 
Surplus Carried Forward from Previous Years 2,000  
Less: Surplus of the current period 9,720  
Add: Reinsurance commission income 48,000  
Add: ABC remuneration for managing Takaful operations 60,000  
Add: ABC investment management fees 600  
    
Balance of Retained Surplus Carried Forward 100,880  
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ABC Income Statement for the Financial Year ended 31 December 2020 
  2020 (£ ‘000) 
Revenues   
Policyholders' investment income 2,400  
ABC investment returns 3,600  
    
Total Revenue 6,000  
    
Total Expenses   
Development costs amortised 360  
Net paid claims 4,320  
Balance of retained surplus carried forward from this year 100,880  
Distribution of surplus to policyholders 3,000  
    
Total Expenses 108,560  
    
Net Income (102,560) 

 
 
After reviewing the statements prepared by the accountant, the Takaful firm’s Chief Financial 
Officer discovered that they contain some errors.   

 
 

   
(a) Using the information shown above, prepare the following statements covering the 

year 2020 (after correcting the accountant’s errors): 
 

   
 (i) Prepare the Statement of Policyholders’ Revenues and Expenses for the year 

2020. 
 

(15) 
    
 (ii) Prepare the Statement of Policyholders’ Surplus/(Deficit) for the financial year 

ended 31 December 2020.                                                                                                                                  
 

(8) 
    
 (iii) Prepare the Income Statement for ABC Takaful firm for the year ended 31 

December 2020.  
 

(9) 
    
(b) Explain the following terms:  
   
 (i) Unearned contributions.         (2) 
    
 (ii) Outstanding claims.   (2) 
    
 (iii) Acquisition cost.          (2) 
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Part III 

 
Answer THREE of the following FIVE questions 

Each question is worth 38 marks 
 

10. Explain Takaful windows and their application as ring-fenced entities under 
Shariah. 

 
(38) 

   
    
    
11. Describe the types of funds in Takaful. (38) 
    
    
    
12. Explain the Shariah issues in retakaful. (38) 
    
    
    
13. Discuss the opportunities that Takaful companies may take to realise their 

potential and increase their share of the global Islamic finance market. 
 

(38) 
    
    
    
14. Explain the mutual insurance provision model. (38) 
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NOTE ON MODEL ANSWERS 

The model answers given are those which would achieve maximum marks.  However, there are 
alternative answers to some question parts which would also gain high marks.  For the sake of 
clarity and brevity not all of these alternative answers are shown.  An oblique (/) indicates an 

equally acceptable alternative answer. 
 

  
Model answer for Question 1 
 
- Gharar: Gharar is uncertainty over the existence of the subject matter of sale. When the contract 

is being agreed, both parties must be aware of the item or service that is being sold and the 
consideration moving the opposite direction. The description that is given of the items being 
exchanged must be certain. If there is Gharar fahish (gross uncertainty) surrounding the item, 
the transaction becomes void or voidable because it will result in an unfair outcome for the 
parties involved. 

- Maysir: Maysir (speculation) can be described as gambling with the intention of making a profit. 
This includes transactions that rely on chance or speculation, rather than on the effort of the 
parties to produce a return. Islam categorically and firmly prohibits all forms of gambling. Maysir 
is a type of gambling transaction, which involves an effortless gain for one party at the detriment 
of others. This is distinct from ordinary commercial speculation or risk-taking, which is acceptable 
under Shariah. The profit and proceeds of gambling are regarded as being impure and of no 
benefit. 

- Riba: Riba can be defined as an increase in one good for another in an exchange, without any 
form of consideration for the increase. There are many types of interest and there have been 
various attempts to encompass these under one definition. It is sufficient for us to understand 
that in a contract of exchange where goods are passed from one individual to another, something 
equivalent in value or service must be exchanged in consideration or as compensation; nothing 
more or nothing less.   

 
Model answer for Question 2 
Candidates would have scored full marks for any three of the following: 
Ijma (consensus): The rules of Shariah may result from Ijma (consensus); this refers to the 
consolidated opinions of all the Shariah jurists after the demise of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). 
The opinions must have been formulated from at least one of the primary sources and must not 
contradict either the Quran or Hadith. 
- Qiyas (analogical deduction): refers to the application of an original rule, which was established 
through the sources of Shariah on an earlier case, to a current issue for which no relevant Shariah 
rule exists. There is a set of strict rules and conditions on how logic can be used to deduce new 
Shariah laws from established laws. 
- Ijtihad (legal reasoning): Ijtihad (legal reasoning) is the exertion of maximum intellectual effort in 
order to find a conclusion to a matter related to the Shariah. It is an important source of Islamic law. 
- Istihsan (juristic preference): Istihsan (juristic preference) is a method of exercising personal opinion 
to give preference to one rule over an existing rule. This is done for the purposes of fairness, public 
justice and public interest. 
- Istislah/Maslahah (public interest): Istislah/Maslahah (public interest) involves the prohibition or 
permittance of something either because it does or does not serve the public by securing their 
welfare or protecting them against harm. 
- Urf (custom): Urf (custom) is defined by Mohammad Hashim Kamali as ‘recurring practices which 
are acceptable to people of sound nature’ (Kamali 2002, p.369). Whether general or specific, Urf is 
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that which: is practiced by reasonable people with sound mind; does not contravene the principles 
of Shariah; and is observed and upheld by a court of law; is valid and can form the basis for legal and 
judicial decisions in Shariah. 
 
Model answer for Question 3 
 
According to Islamic law a person guilty of manslaughter, or of causing serious or grievous bodily 
harm, is obligated to pay Diya, blood money. The amount of compensation would be determined by 
experts on a case-by-case basis; often it would be set too high for an ordinary person to afford. The 
problem was persistent because accidental death was common. As a solution a co-operative 
insurance system was established so that Diya could be paid from the contributions of the 
community as a whole and not by the guilty party alone. That is, it would be paid from collective 
contributions. 
 
There are two methods by which Diya can be collected: 
• Aqila (supportive clan): if the offender is known, compensation money is collected from the 
offender’s immediate family or tribe. 
• Qasama (oath): in situations where the offender has not been identified or there is insufficient 
evidence to charge the suspect, an oath process called Qasama takes place. The victim’s heirs testify 
that they believe the defendant killed the victim by swearing a religious oath a total of 50 times. 
Compensation money is then collected from the suspect’s extended family or tribe. 
 
Model answer for Question 4 

 
Waqf is designed for the purpose of creating a trust fund. The owner of this particular trust fund is 
God alone. Waqf is a religious charity and everything owned by this charity is ‘as if it were owned by 
God’. The proceeds in the fund exist to benefit the wider community. 
 
The application of Waqf in Takaful is as follows: 
• TO establishes a Waqf fund through initial donations; 
• the TO cannot own the fund, so appoints itself as the Wakil of the Waqf fund instead. Thereafter, 
it is 
entitled to remuneration (agency fees); 
• participants pay Tabarru towards the Waqf fund and become members; and 
• participants are entitled to compensation when required on the basis that they are beneficiaries 
and not in consideration of their donations. 
 
In a separate contract, the TO may also take the role of Mudharib while the Waqf fund acts as Rab 
al Maal. Investment profits are shared between the TO and the Waqf fund. If any surplus arises from 
the operations of the Waqf fund, this remains in the ownership of the Waqf fund. 
 
Model answer for Question 5 
 
Candidates would have scored full marks for any six of the following: 
The role of the SSB incorporates the following activities. 
• Reviewing all Takaful contracts, clauses and reTakaful (reinsurance) treaties used by the company 
to ensure that they comply with Shariah. Often the SSB makes recommendations for modifications 
to ensure Shariah compliance. 
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• Reviewing all Takaful contracts used by the company to ensure that they comply with national or 
international standards; for example, the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial 
Institutions (AAOIFI) and the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) . 
• Reviewing all investment transactions for Shariah conformity and ensuring that they are free of 
Riba, Gharar and Maysir. 
• Responding to queries or requests for clarification by the board of directors or the company’s 
authorised employees in relation to Shariah matters. 
• Monitoring the company’s compliance with the relevant Shariah standards and requirements. 
• Reviewing new rulings concerning Takaful issued by recognised industry councils or academies and 
advising the company on the impact on its products and operations. 
• Carrying out regular audits/reviews of the Takaful company’s operations to determine if they have 
been carried out in a Shariah-compliant manner and in accordance with international standards. 
Shariah audits take place a minimum of once a year. 
• Issuing a Shariah-compliance report to the Takaful company on completion of audit. 
• Members of the SSB often participate in the product development cycle to facilitate its design in 
compliance with Shariah requirements. 
 
Model answer for Question 6 
 
Candidates would have scored full marks for any three of the following: 
FAS 13 requires the following disclosures: 
 
• The basis that governs the relationship between the participants and shareholders in respect of 

the management of the insurance activities and investment. 
• On what basis was the remuneration determined for the above services and any variations that 

occurred to the determination during the year. 
• On what basis the investment profit was generated from the funds allocated. 
• The basis for investment of funds in income-producing investments and the priority applied in 

the event the investor was unable to invest all the available fund for these investments. 
• 5. The method of distribution of surplus and Shariah principles and rules applied to that particular 

method. 
 
Model answer for Question 7 
 
Candidates would have scored full marks for any three of the following: 
The company’s transformation involved it taking several key steps, such as: 
• branding the company as being open to all Malaysians – Muslim and non-Muslim; 
• changing from using a Mudharabah (risk-sharing partnership) model to a Wakalah (agency) one; 
• consistently paying out a 15% surplus to participants; 
• investing in good technology and management; and 
•re-aligning its agency remuneration model to reflect commercial realities. 

 
Model answer for Question 8 

 
The first call will be to ensure that the relevant capital adequacy requirements are met by reserving 
an appropriate portion. The next priority will be the settlement of any outstanding Qardh-al-Hasan 
provided by the TO. After this an appropriate amount will be set aside for reserves to meet future 
contingencies. 
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Before the distribution of surplus back to participants, it is prudent that a number of considerations 
are taken into account; only then should any excess surplus be released. These include: 
• carrying surplus forward to provide better working capital for the fund; 
• reduction of future contributions by applying no-claims and loyalty bonuses; and 
• funding charitable purposes. 

 
Model answer for Question 9 (a) 
 
(i) 
Statement of Policyholders Revenues and Expenses for the year 2020  

Insurance Revenues    
Net earned contributions         42,000  
Reinsurance commission income         48,000  
    
Total Insurance Revenue         90,000  
    
Insurance Expenses    
Net paid claims           4,320  
ABC remuneration for managing Takaful operations         60,000  
Acquisition cost         10,800  
    
Total Insurance Expenses         75,120  
    
Net surplus from insurance operations         14,880  
    
Investment income    
Policyholders' investment income           2,400  
Less: ABC investment management fees              600  
Net investment income           1,800  
    
Surplus of revenues over expenses         16,680  

 
 

(ii)   
Statement of Policyholders Surplus/(Deficit) for the 
financial year ended 31st December 2020  
Surplus carried forward from previous year           2,000  
Add: Surplus for current period         16,680  
Total Surplus at end of period         18,680  
Less: Distribution of surplus to policyholders           3,000  
Balance of retained surplus carried forward         15,680  
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(iii) ABC Income Statement for the year ended 31st December 2020 
 

Revenues    
ABC investment return           3,600  
Remuneration for managing Takaful operations         60,000  
Remuneration for managing investments              600  
    
Total Revenues         64,200  
    
Expenses    
General expenses          54,000  
Development costs amortised               360  
    
Total Expenses         54,360  
    
Net Income           9,840  

 
(b)(i) Unearned contributions: amounts deducted from the contributions paid by policyholders 
because they relate to the next financial year and are therefore not recognised as revenue for the 
current financial period in which the policy has been issued. They are generally policies whose 
period of cover straddles the company’s financial reporting period. 
 
(ii) Outstanding claims: Claims that have occurred during the current financial period and have 
been reported in the same period, but have not yet been settled up to the date of the statement of 
financial position. The outstanding claims less any part recoverable from reinsurers will be an 
expense in the policyholders’ statement of revenues and expenses. 
 
(iii) Acquisition cost: The cost of acquiring the business. Typically it will consist of payments to brokers 
for bringing in the business. This is an expense for the policyholders’ account. 
 
Model answer for Question 10 
 
In many jurisdictions not all Takaful providers are fully fledged Islamic finance institutions. In such 
cases Shariah-compliant services may be provided by Islamic finance windows of conventional 
institutions. These are ring-fenced entities, within the larger financial institution, which operate in 
compliance with Shariah requirements. In a similar way, a conventional insurance company can 
provide Takaful by creating a Shariah-compliant window. 
 
A Takaful window is defined as a department, division, facility, or setup within a conventional 
insurance entity that provides insurance products and services in compliance with the Islamic 
principles and rules of finance. 
 
The business, assets and operations of a Takaful window are segregated from the operations of the 
conventional insurance company which established it, and the operation is run as ring-fenced section 
of the company. In order to provide this segregation the company may designate separate 
management personnel to run the window. 
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An exclusively Shariah-compliant financial organisation (insurance company or bank) is based on 
foundations that comply with the principles of Shariah. This means the objective of such an 
institution would be to protect faith, life, intellect, posterity and property. The structure of the 
institution, ownership, management, objectives and articles or memorandum of association of the 
institution would be required to comply with the principles and rules of Shariah. The funding, capital, 
all expenses, all income, all its business activities, all third-party contracts, all business associations 
– even down to behaviour of its employees whilst carrying out their responsibilities – would have to 
be in compliance with the principles of Shariah. 
 
In comparison, a Takaful window is part of a conventional insurer. The conventional insurer itself is 
not required to comply with or carry out activities in compliance with the principles of Islamic finance 
and trade. However, the following must comply: 
• all business activities within the window; 
• associated third party contracts with the window; 
• services provided through the window; and 
• all income and expenses of the window. 
 
Benefits of Takaful windows 
A significant advantage of an Islamic insurance window is that it would continue trading using the 
brand, rating and resources of its ‘host’ company – the conventional insurance company. The 
window may benefit from its host’s capital, security, credibility, reputation, authority, management 
and business relations. In particular, the window may have access to a deeper pool of capital from 
the host company. 
 
Criticism of Takaful windows 
• Commitment – A conventional insurer’s incorporation and statutes do not comply with Shariah. 
For some jurists this raises a question over the insurer’s commitment to comply with the Shariah in 
their Takaful windows. 
• Supervision – Concern that lack of Islamic expertise or commitment could lead to weak supervision 
of Islamic windows, resulting in potential violations of Shariah. 
• Segregation – Division between conventional operations and the Takaful window can be 
problematic. Concern that the window’s funds could be diverted to finance activities of the 
conventional operation which are not permissible in Shariah. 
• Unfair advantage – Concern that conventional financial institutions operating Takaful windows 
could compete unfairly with newly established Islamic financial institutions due to their wealth of 
experience, expertise and a strong presence in the market. 
• Risk of conflict of interest – Concern that a conventional company may prefer transacting through 
its conventional operations over its Takaful window operations. 
 
Strengthening Takaful windows 
There are a few guidelines provided by scholars to enable the establishment of reliable and effective 
Takaful windows. 
• Complete segregation of funds – It is widely held by scholars that, if a window is permitted, there 
must be a clear segregation between Shariah-compliant funds and the funds of the conventional 
entity. There should be clear evidence that the segregation is genuine and does exist, such as bank 
account and computer records. 
• Shariah supervisory board (SSB) – The Islamic window should be supervised by an SSB. The window 
should be managed according to the same principles and standards of corporate and Shariah 
governance as would be required if it were a standalone Takaful undertaking. 
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• Managerial commitment – The financial institution's management, which is undertaking the 
business activities of the window, should be fully committed to it. They should have knowledge of 
its objectives, principles and prohibitions and ensure the window’s activities do not contravene the 
principles of Shariah. A sign of commitment would be to employ an in-house Shariah scholar to 
oversee the activities of the Islamic window. 
• Safeguarding participants’ funds – The contributions in the fund are primarily to pay claims to 
participants. Management must ensure that the fund is kept pure, that claims are paid on time and 
unauthorised payments do not enter or leave the fund. If a separate fund is created for investment 
purposes, management must ensure Shariah rules pertaining to investment are applied. 
• Reference to established Shariah standards – Takaful windows should comply with established 
Shariah-based accounting and auditing standards such as AAOIFI and IFSB. 
 
Another possible way to provide window segregation is to ‘outsource’ the management of the 
window operation to another party, a managing general agent, in order to provide a more complete 
segregation of the operation. 
 
Model answer for Question 11 
 
In theory and in essence, the Takaful fund is a pool of contributions that the participants create to 
help each other. But: 
• what is the structure and form of this fund? 
• should the Takaful fund be a company with legal rights? 
• should the fund be the ownership of another legal entity? 
 
These are the type of questions Takaful practitioners have debated in relation to the Takaful fund. 
However, in many jurisdictions some of these questions are irrelevant because local regulators have 
established requirements for the specification and formation of a Takaful fund – or, more generally, 
an entity that holds client money or that provides insurance services. Therefore, Takaful operators 
(TOs) are restricted and have limited options on how the Takaful fund is structured. 
 
a.1) Formation of the Takaful fund 
In theory 
An independent Takaful fund – some scholars and insurance practitioners have argued that the 
Takaful fund should be independent from both the participants and the operators who manage the 
fund. Article 16 of the International Islamic Fiqh Academy’s Resolution Number 200 states that the 
Takaful fund must be completely independent of participants and others, by either: 
1. granting it its own legal status; or 
2. establishing a completely segregated account for the fund which has no connection with the 
operator’s account. 
The first of these is unlikely to be possible, which leaves the second as the main model. 
 
Takaful fund owned by the participants – Others, such as the international association of regulators 
IFSB in its Standard IFSB-8, have expressed that the Takaful fund should be attributable to the 
participants. However, the participants’ liability as owners should be limited to outstanding claims 
and deficits in the fund. 
 
In practice 
In practice, the two theoretical positions described pose challenges and complications. In reality, the 
participants do not: 
• arrange to have a Takaful arrangement; 
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• establish a fund; or 
• appoint an operator. 
Instead, it is the TO that: 
• creates the Takaful product; 
• makes arrangements for a Takaful fund; 
• markets the product; and 
• invites participants to subscribe. 
 
The Takaful fund as an independent legal entity – In practice, the structure and form of a Takaful 
fund depends upon the requirements of national law, which raises questions of how the constraints 
of national law may be accommodated while observing the principles on which Takaful is based. One 
of the challenging aspects of Takaful is that company and insurance law generally prevent it from 
being a trust, so the governance structures are designed to create the effect as though it were one. 
Establishing a Takaful fund as an independent legal entity in most jurisdictions is almost impossible 
due to the relevant law and regulations. 
 
Takaful fund owned by the participants – An alternative option is for the participants to own the 
Takaful funds. This option will face similar challenges posed by national law and regulation. For 
example, the Takaful funds that hold the client accounts cannot be held by the participants as they 
are not authorized to do so by the relevant national regulator.  
 
There is a third option that provides practical solutions. 
 
The TO markets products to which participants subscribe – The authorised TO (insurance company) 
creates the Takaful funds. It then implements the appropriate segregations and takes legal or, in 
some cases, constructive ownership of them. The TO can do this because it would have been 
authorised by the relevant national regulator (in the UK, the Prudential Regulation Authority or PRA). 
In addition, the TO assigns the beneficial ownership of the relevant Takaful fund to the participants 
as a collective. In other words, the TO (insurance company) will hold the Takaful funds almost as 
though they were held on trust for the participants, to meet claims of the participants. 
 
a.2)  Classification of funds 
Insurance contracts are complex transactions and can involve several parties, such as the broker, 
introducer, insurer, loss adjuster and others. Takaful transactions are further complicated by 
adopting and applying financial models such as Mudharabah and Wakalah and the Takaful-specific 
requirement of segregation of participants’ funds. 
 
Under the principle of transparency, it is important that the different parties involved are clearly 
defined. Their roles and duties must be clearly assigned and their remuneration specified. Therefore, 
for purposes of achieving clarity and certainty, the distribution of contributions received from the 
participants are deposited into separate accounts or funds. The separate funds are classified and 
defined with titles so that they are immediately identifiable. 
 
Other subfunds may be created within the participants’ risk fund (PRF). Each location around the 
world may differ from each other in classifying their funds, depending on the model they have 
adopted and the type of insurance that is being provided, such as family, general or commercial: 
different types of business may need to be segregated from each other, by reason of law or contract. 
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b) Segregation of funds 
The classification of funds will allow the TO to establish and observe an important principle in 
Takaful: the segregation of funds. 
 
Segregation of funds will allow: 
• the operator to identify the purpose of each fund; 
• the Shariah scholars to apply the relevant Shariah rules to each fund; 
• the auditor to carry out effective auditing; 
• transparency and disclosure; 
• to keep the contributions in each fund pure from contamination; and 
• to keep funds pooled only with those risks specified in the contract. 
 
Once the contributions have been received they are deposited into segregated and appropriate 
funds. 
We shall look at each of these funds: 
• shareholders’ fund; 
• participants’ risk fund (PRF); 
• participants’ investment fund (PIF); and 
• other funds. 
 
b.1) Shareholders’ fund 
The TO’s Wakalah or Mudharabah fees, depending on what model is adopted, are placed in a 
shareholders’ fund or a TO’s expense fund – sometimes directly from the participants’ contributions 
and sometimes transferred from the participants’ risk fund. 
The shareholders’ fund also holds the following assets: 
• paid-up capital and reserves attributable to shareholders; 
• profit on the investment of capital and shareholders’ reserves; 
• such proportion of the investment profit generated by the investment of the policyholders’ fund 
and technical and other reserves as is attributable to them; and 
• performance fee (if agreed). 
 
The administrative expenses of the investment department are deducted from the shareholders’ 
fund according to the contract: that is, depending on whether or not the shareholders bear specific 
expenses in exchange for a Mudharabah fee. 
 
b.2) Participants’ risk fund (PRF) 
The remaining contribution received from the participants is transferred into the PRF, also known as 
the policyholders’ fund. The assets of the PRF consist of: 
• contributions received; 
• recoveries received from reinsurers; 
• the proportion of the investment profits attributable to participants as agreed by contract; and 
• consultancy and other receipts. 
 
All the claims payable to the participants shall be met out of the PRF. The contract specifies which 
other expenses are borne out of the PRF and which borne by the operator; for example: reinsurance 
costs, technical reserves, administrative expenses and fees that relate to insurance activities, loss 
adjuster’s fees and so on. 
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b.3) Participants’ investment fund (PIF) 
Many Takaful companies – especially those that provide coverage for homogenous risks, such as 
family (life) Takaful – divide the PRF into two distinctive funds: 
• one fund to manage claims; and 
• one fund other solely for investment purposes. 
Any investment profit gained would be deposited into the investment account and all investment 
losses would be borne by this participants’ investment fund (PIF). 
 
b.4)  Other funds 
Some TOs will segregate family Takaful business into two funds: 
• Takaful protection fund; and 
• Takaful annuity fund. 
 
Some Takaful companies also segregate the surplus into a surplus fund or a Takaful reserve fund. As 
regards life insurance facilities, Islamic insurance companies have developed Islamic trust funds for 
social solidarity, mortgage protection, student protection and employers’ protection. 
 
Model answer for Question 12 
 
Four issues arise in the specific context of reTakaful that require attention from a Shariah 
perspective: 
1. recoveries claimed; 
2. ceding commission; 
3. profit commission; and 
4. interest receivable. 
 
Recoveries claimed 
If the TO becomes eligible to recover from the RTO, then any proceeds claimed as recoveries from 
the RTO should be credited to the PRF because: 
• the claims were paid out from the PRF; 
• the purpose of reTakaful was to assist with claims and strengthen the PRF; and 
• there is a potential conflict of interest: if the recoveries are not paid into the PRF, it could be viewed 
as a covert stratagem to divert the contributions from the PRF into other accounts. 
 
Under certain specific circumstances – for example, in the absence of reTakaful availability – a TO 
may have used conventional reinsurance out of necessity. In effect, in the event of a claim: 
• the source of recoveries will not be Shariah compliant; and 
• the funds in the PRF will be commingled with recoveries obtained from non-Shariah compliant 
sources. 
 
Bearing in mind the principle of segregation of funds requires the fund to remain pure, if any 
recoveries are claimed from the conventional reinsurance company and deposited into the PRF, will 
it affect the Shariah-compliance of the PRF? 
 
In response, Shariah scholars have agreed that the recoveries claimed from a conventional 
reinsurance company should be credited into the PRF as though the recoveries were from a reTakaful 
company, for the same reasons that recoveries from an RTO are deposited into the PRF. This will 
have no effect on the fund’s purity or Shariah compliance. 
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Ceding commission 
The TO will be offered or will be in receipt of a ceding commission for placing the business with the 
RTO or conventional reinsurance company. 
 
Under Shariah rules and AAOIFI Shariah Standard 41, it is not permissible for the TO to receive ceding 
commission. When TOs seek reinsurance or reTakaful solutions, they must ensure that they are 
quoted net contributions as opposed to gross contributions. Gross contributions include the ceding 
commission which is then returned to the TO. If the ceding commission is received by the TO, then 
the TO must return the commission to the PRF. 
 
Profit Commission  
An RTO would not issue a profit commission. Instead, an RTO would distribute the surplus at the end 
of the underwriting year in accordance with the reTakaful agreement. 
 
However, under a conventional reinsurance programme the TO may be awarded or offered a profit 
commission based on the reinsurer’s profitability under the reinsurance contract, calculated in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract. The aim of a profit commission is to 
provide the TO with an incentive to manage the performance of the business that is ceded. A profit 
commission differs from a distribution of surplus in that the profit commission is a contractual 
entitlement, rather than a discretionary distribution, and is specific to the performance of a contract. 
 
The TO may accept any surplus distribution from the RTO and deposit the amount into its own PRF. 
 
Under Shariah rules, any profit commission received from a conventional reinsurer should not 
generally be accepted by the TO because the source of the income may be a non-Shariah complaint 
source. 
 
However, if profit commission is received, then there are two options. 
1. Accept the profit commission and then use it to renew the conventional reinsurance policy; or 
2. Leave it with the conventional reinsurer and seek a discount from the renewal. 
 
Interest receivable 
There is the potential presence of interest/usury in other aspects of reinsurance contracts entered 
into. For example, it is common practice under proportional treaties for cedants to retain a part of 
the premiums on account of possible future claims; in the conventional insurance market such 
‘retentions’ are typically interest-bearing. 
 
As long as the TO or the RTO ensures that all investments are Shariah compliant, then they will not 
be in receipt of any interest. However, if the operators were to receive any interest, then this must 
be isolated and donated to charity as a purification process 
 
Model answer for Question 13 
 
Takaful companies make up a small share of the global Islamic finance market. The following 
opportunities are available to Takaful companies to realise their potential and increase this share: 
• opportunities in the conventional market; and 
• opportunities in the Takaful market. 
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a- Conventional market 
Takaful providers may take business from established insurance operators. For example, this may 
happen where Shariah scholars insist that assets financed by Islamic banks need to be insured using 
Takaful. The global financial crisis also helped the Takaful market to compete more effectively with 
conventional insurance companies, as we will see in the following section. However, it is important 
to remember that Takaful companies looking to tap into such opportunities need to make sure they 
provide appropriate and cost-effective cover. 
 
a.1- Global financial crisis 
The global insurance market has experienced a mixed growth trend over the last decade with a 
marked downturn during the financial crisis. The market has since recovered to a certain extent, but 
growth rates remain subdued. 
In contrast, the impact of the financial crisis on the Takaful sector has been much less significant.  
 
The Takaful sector was able to escape the worst effects of the financial crisis partly because of its 
small size; the sector accounts for less than 3% of the global insurance industry. In addition, the key 
Takaful markets, such as Malaysia, were not affected by the crisis to the same degree as those where 
Takaful is less prevalent, for example, across Europe. These factors have helped Takaful to compete 
more effectively with conventional insurance companies. 
 
b- Takaful market 
The Takaful sector’s share of the insurance industry is lagging behind those of other Islamic finance 
assets. This suggests that there is a lot of potential growth which can be achieved by better servicing 
the Islamic finance market. In marketing terms, this market can be referred to as ‘low hanging fruit’ 
which is ready to be plucked. 
 
We will now look at other opportunities in the Takaful market. 
 
b.1- Emerging market economies 
The demand for insurance is projected to rise at a faster pace in emerging market economies than 
in the markets of developed countries. There is a well-established connection between GDP per 
person and insurance penetration; a report published by the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) 
in 2016 shows that insurance demand strongly increases as economies move through a typical 
transitional phase of development. 
 
This phase of development is currently being experienced by major potential Takaful markets, such 
as Indonesia and South Asia. Insurance penetration levels were previously very low in these counties. 
 
Insurance penetration rates are likely to grow at a rapid pace as these countries experience economic 
growth. This will present the Takaful sector with the following opportunities: 
• Urbanisation of societies – Malaysia, for example, has changed from being 70% rural in the 1970s 
to nearly 70% urban in 2015, and similar trends are evident in other societies. This means that the 
traditional ‘self-insurance’ possibilities provided by extended family and tribal groups may no longer 
be possible, as people in cities often have to make their own risk mitigation arrangements. 
• Increase in GDP – Economic growth leads to an increase in personal wealth and creates more need 
for the insurance of corporate assets, liabilities and interests, such as business interruption. 
• Fewer State-sponsored welfare benefits – With the protracted period of historically low oil and 
commodity prices, such benefits are expected to come under pressure in many countries. This would 
cause a greater need and scope for the private provision of many services which are traditionally 
provided by insurance companies. 
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An increase in insurance potential does not necessarily mean growth in Takaful. The key question for 
the Takaful industry is how much of this potential growth will be captured by them rather than 
conventional insurers. We have already seen that the Takaful sector’s share of total insurance 
markets in many countries remains very low. 
 
Model answer for Question 14 
 
The mutual model provides an alternative way to manage risk. In this model, members share the risk 
among themselves rather than transfer it to a third party or company. It is not uncommon for large 
mutual insurers also to write insurance contracts on a non-mutual basis. Only the mutual 
policyholders have ownership rights. 
 
Ownership of a mutual 
A risk-sharing mutual is owned by its members and there are no external shareholders. In theory 
members could manage the mutual. In practice, members appoint professional managers to run the 
operations on their behalf. However, the appointed managers have no role in the ownership of the 
mutual. Ownership of a mutual is not transferable. Unlike shareholders in a proprietary insurance 
company, members can leave a mutual but not transfer or sell their share to another party. 
 
Mutuals’ funds 
All contributions and income form the contribution pool. The appointed officers of the mutual 
manage the pool and claims and expenses are settled from it. 
 
Risk-sharing pool and pool indemnity 
The contribution pool is a risk-sharing arrangement whereby the company owned by members 
indemnifies the contributors against the damages arising from specified perils. 
 
Treatment of surpluses or deficits in the contribution pool 
In the event of a surplus arising in the contribution pool, members are entitled to share it as they 
own it. However, due to the on-going nature of the business, in most cases surpluses are added to 
the reserves of the mutual. Members may see the benefit of robust reserves though lower 
contribution requirements in the future or through disbursements of discretionary bonuses. Deficits 
are met from the reserves, by reduction in benefits payable, or in some specialist cases by a call for 
additional contributions from members. Increasingly, in many cases where a mutual is a company 
limited by guarantee a call for additional contributions is rarely made. The company normally seeks 
to supplement its risk pool by raising subordinated debt. 
 
These features make a mutual a risk-sharing arrangement for providing insurance needs. If there are 
not adequate reserves, mutuals can face the possibility of winding up or being taken over if they are 
unable to raise the capital to meet their needs. New mutual operations can be challenging to run 
until adequate reserves have been accumulated. In addition, the need for capital effectively limits 
the ability of a mutual to write volatile business. 
 
Regulatory burden and capital constraints 
The mutual must fulfil all the capital and regulatory requirements needed for its operations. If 
additional capital is needed, the mutual has to raise it. The managers of the mutual can raise capital 
from its members or via subordinated debt. 
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In many jurisdictions there are special regulations for mutuals that reflect their origins and evolution 
over time. These regulations apply to mutuals already operating. Regulatory requirements for new 
mutuals are more onerous than in the past meaning that setting up new mutuals or co-operatives 
can be more challenging.  
 
Key features and contributors’ interests 
Origin in communal needs of affinity groups – Mutuals usually evolve to serve specific risk-
mitigation needs of participants in like-minded communities and geographically proximate areas. 
This means that their interests are shared in more ways than just the provision of risk-mitigation 
services. Shared risk mitigation is a consequence of their affinity in other aspects of their lives rather 
than the sole purpose of a mutual’s formation. 
Community owned – Mutuals’ risk-sharing arrangements mean that deficits in the claims funds have 
to be made up by participating members or dealt with in other ways such as cutting benefits or 
raising capital in other forms. This can lead to stress, dissolution or takeover by larger bodies with 
more capital. 
The company doing the takeover can be either a mutual or a proprietary insurer. However, because 
there are now few large mutuals in the UK insurance sector it is more likely to be a proprietary 
insurance company. This has led to the further shrinking of the mutual sector in the UK. 
Long gestation period to sustainability – Like many organisations, mutuals are more vulnerable in 
the early years of operations before adequate reserves have been built up. Thus most mutuals have 
a long gestation period to become sustainable. On an ongoing basis, mutuals can also be vulnerable 
if their product mix changes to incorporate more volatile lines of business or if the regulatory 
environment becomes more demanding in terms of capital adequacy. 
 
Investment of contributors’ pool assets 
Contributors’ pool assets are managed by the mutual’s officers to optimise returns within the 
regulatory requirements. The management of the assets is primarily geared to providing security for 
contributors’ entitlements. 
 
Accounting treatment 
One set of accounts is prepared. The accounts reflect the members’ interests. In contrast with 
Takaful, there is no separation between participants’ interests and the operator’s interests. 
 
Corporate governance 
The operation is managed for the sole interests of the members who are the owners of the mutual, 
cooperative or friendly society. The risk-sharing features of the mutual provide the key focus for the 
operations. There are no external shareholders involved, unless the mutual has raised subordinated 
capital. The constitution of a mutual specifies the rights and obligations of members. 
 
• Members cannot usually interfere directly in the operations, which are the responsibility of the 
persons appointed to run the mutual. 
• Ownership rights of contributors are – in the same way as shareholders of a proprietary company 
– limited to voting on matters specified by the constitution. 
 
Potential tensions can arise around decisions on reserving surplus versus distribution of bonuses 
from any surplus, or the strategic direction of mutuals (such as trying to grow versus staying small or 
moving into new types of businesses). In a mutual, the management will want to reserve as much of 
any surplus as possible to ensure that any future deficits can be adequately provided for. The 
management may also want to increase reserves to enable new classes of business to be written. 
For members, these considerations rank in line with their desire to share in any surplus, albeit via 
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reduced contributions for future cover or by direct distribution. Members might not share the 
management’s vision of reserving more than that dictated by prudence. The management of mutuals 
have to engage in proactive education campaigns to get the members on their side for these 
decisions. 
 
Decisions are resolved by the corporate governance arrangements put in place in the constitution of 
the mutual. Tensions can become challenging as a mutual gets larger. 
 
Mutuals’ share of the insurance market 
The mutual model is widespread in many jurisdictions. In parts of Europe, Japan and the USA, 
mutuals and co-operatives account for over a third of all insurance premiums. In the UK their share 
is much lower. 
 
 

 


